
Weekly Update by Mark Armstrong
– February 10, 2023
Greetings from Tyler,

They must have thought it was the end of the world when buildings collapsed by
the hundreds.  The death toll is somewhere north of 20,000 and rising.  Every
time they find someone alive in the rubble it’s a great victory.  Many are still
buried, some may be alive.  The fear is that tens of thousands are still buried in
rubble.  The aerial shots are heartbreaking.  Those multi-story buildings are not
constructed according to the standards with which we’re familiar.   When an
earthquake strikes, they fall down.  

Several controversies are brewing, some with global repercussions.  It seems that
a journalist of some repute claims that the pretender blew up the Nordstream
pipeline.  If so, it sounds like an act of war.  The list of nations that could have
pulled off this deep sea caper isn’t very long.  Not only that, there were war
games in the Baltic which would have provided the opportunity for any number of
allies to have done it.  But there’s a problem.

The pretender made the mistake of saying, some time before the war started, that
if Putin attacked Ukraine that he would “end” the pipeline.  When questioned
further he said, “I promise you, we’ll be able to do it.”  Didn’t the blown pipeline
harm Europe?  It definitely put a crimp in expected income to Russia. Award
winning journalist Seymore Hersh has published a report, with only one source,
who claims the pipeline explosion was an American plot.  He’s not believed by the
mainstream press, and has a history of pursuing stories that they’d rather not
hear.  

After the Chinese spy balloon lingered over middle America for nearly a week, it
doesn’t fit the pretender’s posture that he’d blow up the pipeline.  The news
claims military divers found the “payload” of the balloon virtually intact.  That
was in an afternoon news break on ABC radio, with no details.  Now another
balloon flying at 40,000 feet (airliner territory) has been shot down over Alaska, 
This one was much smaller, and you just have to wonder.

Almost immediately after classified documents were found at the Biden beach
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house, suddenly Mike Pence reported he had some too.  Now his home has been
raided.  Never have I seen a man who thinks more highly of himself, and wears it
like a cloak.  It looks like an attempt to bury the Biden story.  After all, these guys
don’t pack their own boxes.  It bears mentioning that neither Biden (before he
was the pretender) nor Pence had any excuse for possessing classified papers. 
It’s almost as if the Pence escapade is meant to distract from the pretender’s
problem, or create the illusion that everybody does it.  Now Pence has been sent a
subpoena by the new special  counsel  investigating Trump.  We’ll  know what
Pence said in a couple of years.  Probably when Trump’s President and Pence
isn’t.

Information is coming at a pace where you can hardly keep up, and who knows
what is or isn’t true?  We still give thanks to the One who created the earth in all
its beauty and us too.  These guys with weird hairdos and ear-lobe expanders get
all  wild-eyed about  alien technology while  researching the old  pyramids and
obelisks.  If you want to see alien technology, of Divine design, check out the
human hand. 

Mark

_________________________________________________________________
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